
“What I Would Pack for my Summer Night Race” 
By Pam Harght 

The Captain Karl’s Night Series “season” is upon us! Race director Brad Quinn has 
created some of the most unique and challenging races available to us in the hill 
country for both training and testing our night running/heat/trail skills. 

Hot or Cold, wet or….. er, wet, proper gear will make a difference in both the 
outcome of your race both physically and mentally. It is not the only factor you need 
to consider and prepare for, but it is never fun when you drop out because of 
chaffing, blisters, dead batteries, improper footwear or dehydration (do you really 
think you can run these races without carrying water?!). Most of these “did not finish” 
reasons can be mitigated by having and testing out proper gear prior to the race.  

With this in mind, I have prepared a sample pack list for the races as I would for 
myself. For each race venue, the gear would the same with a possible change in shoe 
choice based on the distance. Everyone is different, so I have offered a few choices; 
they may not be my first choice, but what I like is very different from many of my 
customers. All of the shoes we carry are tested for quality, durability and to see how 
they handle technical Hill Country trails, so any on the list will do well. When you are 
trying on shoes in our store, the most important factor is overall comfort.  

In addition, keeping in mind a “budget”, this is how I prioritize my purchases, from 
most important to “nice to have”: Shoes, Socks, Sports bra (ladies, do not skimp on 
this!), hydration packs if warranted, hat, shorts, tank top, sunglasses, GPS watch. 
Sunglasses are towards the back of the list, only because I love my Julbo’s but I would 
not get poor shoes over these. When starting out, anything to protect your eyes is 
better than nothing. 

Recommended Shoes for each distance: 
1. 10k 

a. La Sportiva VK, Hoka One One Torrent, Topo Terraventure or Runventure 
2, La Sportiva Helio SR, Altra Superior 3.5, Salomon Ride 

2. 30k 
a. La Sportiva Bushido, Hoka One One Speedgoat 2, Topo Terraventure, La 

Sportiva Helio SR, Altra Superior 3.5, Salomon Ride, Salomon SLAB Sense 
Ultra 

3. 60k 
a. La Sportiva Akasha, Hoke One One Speedgoat, Topo Terraventure, 

Salomon SLAB Sense Ultra, Inov-8 Trailroc V2 285 (ladies) or Trailroc270 
(Men) 

4. Remember, feet are the base of our body and are very intricate in design. We 
demand a lot of work from our feet throughout our lives. If we mistreat our 
feet, it begins to affect everything up the chain- ankles, calves, knees, hips, 
low back, upper back, neck…. Please, regardless of which shoe that works for 



you, take care of your feet. We want to see you enjoying yourself and playing 
on the trails for many years to come. 

Other Recommended Gear: 
1. Socks 

a. First- Blisters are caused by any two of the following- heat (hot spots not 
air temperature), moisture and friction.  

b. I am a HUGE fan of Drymax. I have been running in their socks for 7 or 8 
years now, and they have never let me down. I find them fantastic at 
managing water/moisture with the feet, hot spots and they don’t slide 
around. Lastly, they are American made and last quite a while. 

c. Swiftwick socks- also American made with good durability, much thinner 
than Drymax with compression in the middle of the sock so they don’t 
slide around (note, this is not a medical grade compression for 
recovery). 

d. Stance socks- Are fun!! These are like the Goodr’s of socks. They are 
seamless and made of their own proprietary blend of synthetic materials 
that also do a great job with wet feet and friction.  

e. All three brands are great, so like shoes, go with which seems the most 
comfortable to you. 

2. Shorts 
a. Out of everything, these always seem to be by far the product most 

customers are the pickiest about. Inseam length, fabric construction and 
number of pockets are the biggest factors. 

b. We carry Patagonia, La Sportiva, 2XU and Arc’teyrx shorts. All are 
popular, and built to last a long, long time. Some customers have gotten 
10 years of running out of their Patagonia shorts! 

3. Tops 
a. It’s singlet and tank season for those of us that don’t go shirtless! Fabric 

construction again is the key for this garment. The Patagonia Windchaser 
is by far our most breathable tank and tee.  

4. Headlamps 
a. I stock the Spark Light, which was originally made for coal miners. I buy 

them directly from the gentleman that makes them in Shanghai. They 
are light, comfortable, very un-complicated and their maximum output 
is 500 lumens. Everyone receives one charged battery with the purchase 
of their headlamp. 

b. If you are looking to run the 60k distances, then I highly recommend this 
headlamp.   

5. Hydration Packs 
a. When I fit people for packs, the two-three questions I ask is: 

i. How much do you NEED to carry (not want)? 
ii. Where or how far are you planning on going in this pack? 

1. A R2R2R run is a different requirement than a 50k race with 
four aid stations. 



iii.What else do you have planned in the upcoming year or two that 
you will need to use the pack for? 

b. My goal is for you to find a pack you love, but also one that is the right 
capacity. A 12L pack is quite big for a race where you just needs to carry 
a few soft flasks and some nutrition. 

c. The brands we stock are: Salomon, Ultimate Direction, Raidlight and 
UltrAspire. 

d. Packs move fast in our shop, so if you are looking for a specific model, 
please feel free to reach out and if we don’t have it in stock, we will get 
it quickly. 

One final tip, since most of you use these races for training and practicing night 
running as you prepare for your Fall goal race, the sooner you can get the gear you 
need for that race, the sooner you can practice with it in these runs. For example, if 
you need a hydration pack because you have required gear for a Fall race, it may 
seem like a lot, but run with the pack in these runs! You can utilize them for your 
nutrition, get used to the layout and carry plenty of liquids.  

For any gear questions please reach out at any time to either myself or my staff! I can 
be reached at pamela@austintrailrunning.com. Philip is our shoe guru- 
Philip@austintrailrunning.com and Tehra knows all of these races well- 
Tehra@austintrailrunning.com  

You can visit us in Austin at 13219 N. Hwy 183, Suite 200, 78750 or online at 
www.austintrailrunning.com  

About the author: 
Pam is the owner and co-founder of the Austin Trail Running Company, the only 
dedicated running store in the state of Texas to trail running (and one a few in the 
country). Pam has been running trail races since 2007. She has run many of the races 
in Texas, as well raced in several states and 4 countries outside the US. She has made 
many mistakes over the years and is always happy to share her lessons learned.
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